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TELECO MOTOSAT
DIGIMATIC85 

        

   

Product price:  

725,00 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

TELECO MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85 SATELLITE ANTENNA 85cm 

TELECO MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85 is a semi-automatic satellite antenna system equipped with a
12-volt electric motor which, by means of 2 buttons (up/down), considerably facilitates the
operation of raising and lowering of the antenna and also makes the pointing of the satellite
faster.

TELECO MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85 is a satellite antenna expressly designed and realized by
TELECO to allow the user the semi-automatic pointing to the desired satellite with a few simple
and fast maneuvers.

Currently, the main difficulty in pointing to a satellite that transmits TV signals in digital mode is
linked to the fact that digital signals are displayed on the TV screen with a certain delay in
addition to the latency of LCD TVs and therefore the user is forced to make the pointing with very
slow movements in order not to risk passing in front of the satellite without noticing it.

TELECO MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85 with its 12 V electric motor combined with the electronic
elevation meter DSF90E/HD is the solution to the problem. The small but powerful motor of the
TELECO MOTOSAT allows much more precise inclination adjustments than the manual ones,
while the electronic elevation meter indicates both the elevation and the signal strength. This
allows you to quickly set this dish system to the desired satellite without the disadvantages of
signal delay.

The satellite antenna has the transmission capabilities managed by the geostationary satellite of
reference placed at 13 degrees East which ensures a wide coverage originating in central
Europe.
TELECO MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85 has a directly proportional correlation between its diameter
and the signal strength at the edges of the "footprint".
Tendentially it is not recommended to install an antenna of excessively large diameter on a
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motorhome, which is why the standard is around 80 cm in diameter.

The coverage thanks to the satellite antenna is very wide starting from the center of Europe. The
signal degrades away from the center of Europe. As you can see in the map with TELECO
MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85 you can receive the signal of HotBird (which transmits SKY and
TIVUSAT) practically throughout Europe, the north of Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia giving you
satellite coverage in any place you decide to stay.

TECHNICAL FEATURES TELECO MOTOSAT DIGIMATIC85

Type of orientation: Semi-Automatic
Type of attachment: Wall bracket
Antenna diameter: 850 mm
Bracket size: 33 cm, 52 cm
Pointing kit: DSF90E/HD
Length: 850 mm
Width: 400 mm
Height: 850 mm
Weight: 10.2 kg

Looking for a product with different features? Here you can find the whole range of TELECO and
other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer

  

Product features:  

Diameter (Ø): 85 cm
Lenght closed (mm): 1040
Width closed (mm): 850
Height closed (mm): 170
Length (mm): 850
Width (mm): 1042
Height (mm): 850
Type of coupling head: Wall bracket
Product type: Satellite Antenna
Antenna orientation: Semi-Automatic
Satellites Number: 8
Weight (Kg): 10.2
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